KAAEP at Sixth-form Level
As with the main school, KAAEP is run on three levels:




KAAEP for All includes the inhouse lectures and the termly
Newsletter and, if the occasion
presents, KAAEP will work
alongside a department to
bring an event of particular relevance to all students.
KAAEP Core and Focus
Groups are identified on the
basis of GCSE results. These groups benefit from a range of educational opportunities over and above the national curriculum,
as well as tailored support and guidance in terms of applications
to university and high-level apprenticeships. In addition to this,
students on the Focus Group benefit from an academic mentor
within the school, providing a taster of tutorial study at a toplevel university.
For further information, please contact
kahighlyable@kaacademy.org

Academic Enrichment
Programme
(KAAEP)
All schools run educational
trips, and have events that
challenge their more able
students. So what is different about King Alfred’s?
King Alfred’s Academy has a programme of extra-curricular enrichment activities that has repeatedly been judged as outstanding for its
accessibility and variety.
In addition to this, King Alfred’s is committed to offering an extensive
and specifically academic enrichment programme that is designed to
encourage the development of an academic curiosity in all of our students.
We have a dedicated member of staff whose job it is to liaise with
teachers and student managers
to produce a comprehensive
programme of events that is embedded within the life of our
school.

How does KAAEP work to provide an exceptional
package of academic enrichment for our students?
KAAEP functions at three levels:
 KAAEP for ALL
 KAAEP Core Groups
 KAAEP Focus Groups
KAAEP for All provides all of our
students with access to a programme
of free in-house lectures from a wide variety of sources. Over the past
two years, our students have benefitted from lectures by academic
professors in a wide range of subjects, as well as leaders in industry,
the charitable sector and research.
In addition to the lectures, KAAEP also publishes a termly Academic
Enrichment Newsletter which is emailed to all parents and can also
be found in the parents’ section of the VLE. The Newsletter is packed
full of events and opportunities within the locality, including
competitions and activities to pursue online.
KAAEP also manages an information service aimed at disseminating
opportunities that may crop up in between issues of the KAAEP
Newsletter.
KAAEP Focus and Core Groups
Candidates for the KAAEP Focus
and Core Groups are identified in
the first instance on the basis of
internal assessments, external
psychometric testing and KS2 results.
The boundary between groups is
fluid, allowing for movement between groups as students mature
and grow in their learning.

There is a KAAEP Focus
Group and a Core Group in
every year. These groups
cater for the most able students within King
Alfred’s, recognizing that academic success at the highest
level relies upon an academic attitude and learned work
behaviours as well as inherent ability.
These students benefit from the added involvement of a dedicated
member of staff who will follow their progress from year to year, liaising with teachers and parents as appropriate.
The Focus and Core groups benefit from a range of extra-curricular
activities, which may include educational trips, lectures, and tasks
designed to expand their learning.

KAAEP Core Groups are essentially a less formal version of the
Focus Groups. These groups cater for highly able students
who may not yet be ready to take on the academic rigour of the Focus Groups, but who are highly able in their own right.
By running a Core Group alongside a Focus Group in every year,
King Alfred’s acknowledges that
students develop academically at
different rates. The key feature is
that the boundary between the
Focus and the Core Groups is fluid, allowing students to move into
the Focus Group as they mature
and are able to demonstrate the
academic interest and commitment required by the Focus
Group.

